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INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, the gravisensitivity of growing root apices is associated with their root caps which cover the extreme tips of root apices and protect them from mechanical damage due to soil particles.1,2 It is undisputable that root cap statocytes located in the center of root caps are critical for the high gravisensitivity of root apices. Ever since Nemec identified sedimenting starch-enriched statoliths located specifically within root cap statocytes,3 the starch-statolith theory has become the most influential concept to shape our ideas on this important topic of plant cell biology.2,4,5 Although it is obvious that statoliths are closely related to those elusive cytological processes which allow gravisensing in lower and higher plants,2,8,9,10 we are far from identifying the molecules and the processes in which they participate to accomplish the perception of gravity. We need unconventional concepts and new attitudes in order to overcome the current obstacles to the elucidation of these urgent questions of plant cell biology. One such novel concept was introduced by Andreas Sievers and colleagues who implicated the actin cytoskeleton in this mechano-perception and mechano-transduction puzzle.2,11,12 According to the original version of this concept, long actin filaments (AFs or F-actin) are providing direct structural links between surfaces of statocytes and the plasma membrane.

However, at variance with the original version of this concept,12 several studies13-17 have reported just the opposite response to what would be expected if long F-actin elements should interconnect statolith surfaces with the plasma membrane. Actually, growing root apices of maize, rice and cress, when treated with two anti-F-actin drugs, cytochalasin D and latrunculin B, having different modes of their actions,18 were shown to be unaffected or even stimulated in both sensing of gravity and performance of gravity oriented growth.13,14 Similarly, depolymerization of F-actin stimulated gravibending also in above-ground organs of Arabidopsis.15 indicating that this is a rather general phenomenon. These unexpected findings, confirmed also in the present study, leave us with a dilemma as to what the actin cytoskeleton actually does in root cap statocytes in relation to gravity sensing. It is quite apparent that root cap statocytes are distinct from all other root cells due to the absence of prominent AFs and actin bundles which are ordinarily recognizable at the light microscope level.14,19,21 Typically, the root cap statocytes seem to be depleted of actin when compared with cells of the lateral root cap.14,19,20,22 However, the actin cytoskeleton
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The dynamic actin cytoskeleton has been proposed to be linked to gravity sensing in plants but the mechanistic understanding of these processes remains unknown. We have performed detailed pharmacological analyses of the role of the dynamic actin cytoskeleton in gravibending of maize (Zea mays) root apices. Depolymerization of actin filaments with two drugs having different mode of their actions, cytochalasin D and latrunculin B, stimulated root gravibending. By contrast, drug-induced stimulation of actin polymerization and inhibition of actin turnover, using two different agents phalloidin and jasplakinolide, compromised the root gravibending. Importantly, all these actin drugs inhibited root growth to similar extents suggesting that high actin turnover is essential for the gravity-related growth responses rather than for the general growth process. Both latrunculin B and cytochalasin D treatments inhibited root growth but restored gravibending of the decapped root apices, indicating that there is a strong potential for effective actin-mediated gravity sensing outside the cap. This elusive gravity sensing outside the root cap is dependent not only on the high rate of actin turnover but also on weakening of myosin activities, as general inhibition of myosin ATPases induced stimulation of gravibending of the decapped root apices. Collectively, these data provide evidence for the actin turnover-mediated gravity sensing outside the root cap.
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of root cap statocytes is prone to massive polymerization, as shown by labeling methods which are based on cross-linking of existing AFs and phalloidin-induced polymerization of permeabilized living cells before their fixation.22,23 The unique organization of the actin cytoskeleton in root cap statocytes helps explain effective sedimentation of the amyloplasts (statoliths). This occurs not only on account of the mass of the statoliths but also because the statoliths are free of any relevant constraint due to the absence of a robust cytoskeleton which might otherwise control the positioning of such large organelles.19,20 In fact, such cytoskeleton-unrestrained mobility of statoliths, also known as sedimentation, can be further enhanced via disintegration of the actin cytoskeleton.8,24,25 Importantly, root cap statocytes represent a unique plant cell type as they lack ER elements deeper in their cytoplasm.22,25–28 Such ER elements are characteristic of all other plant cells and their mobility requires intact actin cytoskeleton and myosin-based forces (e.g., ref. 29). Nevertheless, data gained from in vivo observations show that tubular ER elements are mobile at the cell periphery of root cap statocytes.22 Moreover, sedimenting statoliths are not static organelles but perform continuous up-and-down movements along the gravity vector.30,31 All these observations suggest that the surfaces of statoliths and the peripheral cytoplasm are well-equipped with a cytoskeleton which supports a vigorous, but spatially restricted, motility.

The above findings suggest an attractive possibility that the high sensitivity of statocytes to gravity is based on rather weak but highly dynamic actin cytoskeleton assembled from short but interconnected AFs. Recently, we confirmed this unique actin status of root cap statocytes also in vivo.32 In contrast to all other plant cells, this unique actin cytoskeleton of the statocytes fails to secure actomyosin-dependent positioning of its large amyloplast-based statoliths, and these then are free to move and accumulate at the cellular bottom, in accordance with the gravity vector.19,31 If this is the case, then the immediate prediction is that drug-mediated stabilization of F-actin and inhibition of actin turnover in statocytes should specifically interfere with the gravibending of roots. In contrast, an additional weakening of the actin cytoskeleton integrity, using F-actin disintegrating drugs, should enhance the gravisensitivity of root apices. Our present data confirm these predictions: the stabilization of F-actin in cells of root caps blocks the root gravibending, whereas disintegration of F-actin and inhibition of myosin ATPases stimulate the gravibending of root apices. A surprising additional finding is that anti-actomyosin drugs almost restore a gravibending of root apices devoid of their root caps. These latter findings suggest that the root cap is not the sole site for the gravisensing in a root apex, and that gravity can be sensed at locations outside the root cap if the dynamic actin cytoskeleton is sufficiently weakened with actomyosin drugs.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Plant material and inhibitor treatments.** Caryopses of *Zea mays* L. cv. Gritz (Maïsadour semences, France) were soaked overnight in aerated tap water and placed between damp paper towels in Petri dishes. Dishes were maintained in the vertical position and incubated at 26 °C for 48 h. Young seedlings with roots 5–7 cm long were selected. For pharmacological treatments, growing root portions were submerged in one of the following solutions: latrunculin-B (10 μM) for 2 h, cytochalasin D (10 μM) for 2 h, phalloidin (100 μM) for 1 h, jasplakinolide (100 μM and 500 μM) for 1 h, 2,3-butanedione monoxide (1 mM) for 4 h. In jasplakinolide and phalloidin treatments, only the root cap was treated. All experiments were performed at room temperature. Jasplakinolide was obtained from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR) and latrunculin B from Calbiochem (La Jolla, CA). All the other chemicals were obtained from Sigma chemicals (St. Louis, MO).

**Measurements of root growth and curvature kinetics.** To assess the effect of the various inhibitors on the root gravitropism, the time course and magnitude of the curvature were continuously monitored. Petri dishes containing the roots were mounted vertically and imaged using a horizontally mounted dissecting microscope (Leisegang, Germany). Roots were gravistimulated by rotating the Petri dishes 90°. Images of curving roots were captured at 10-min intervals for a total period of 8 h using a high resolution digital camera (Paxera 120ES, Los Gatos, CA). Roots that deviated more than 10° from the vertical prior to the 90° reorientation were ignored.

All curvature and growth measurements were analysed from the digitized images using image analysis software UTHSCSA Image Tool program, developed at the Texas University Health Science Center, San Antonio, TX (http://ddsdx.uthscsa.edu/dig/itdesc.html).

**Decapping of root apices.** The root caps were removed from root apices using a laser microdissection system (Leica AS LMD, Germany). The contact area between the root cap and epidermis was gently scraped with a scalpel blade until the edge of the cap under the action of the laser beam began to separate from the root. The point of the blade was then used to accomplish the cap and pull it from the root apex. This procedure did not significantly perturb root function (measured as rate of root elongation). The microdissection system was based on a nitrogen laser producing nanosecond pulses with a wavelength of 337.1 nm and a peak power of 75 kW.

**RESULTS**

In order to probe the importance of dynamic actin cytoskeleton for both gravisensing and gravitropism of maize root apices, we have taken advantage of several well-characterized anti-actin drugs which either prevent actin turnover and stabilize F-actin (phalloidin and jasplakinolide), or disintegrate F-actin (cytochalasin D and latrunculin B).18 To decipher the elusive role of the actin cytoskeleton in root cap statocytes, we combined these treatments with experimental removal of root caps from maize root apices without affecting their viability and growth rates.33–35 The dynamic actin cytoskeleton and high actin turnover were shown to be absolutely essential for root gravibending as both phalloidin and jasplakinolide inhibited root gravicurvature. By contrast, both cytochalasin D and latrunculin B failed to inhibit the gravibending, even though these drugs significantly diminished root growth. In fact, these actin drugs significantly promoted root gravicurvatures (Table 1).
Inhibition of actin turnover and stabilization of F-actin inhibits gravitropism, but does not stop root growth. Inhibition of actin turnover and stabilization of F-actin in root cap statocytes due to the exposure of the caps to phalloidin (100 μM for 1 h) considerably inhibited gravitropism of maize root apices (Fig. 1). The angle attained by the root apex after 8 h of treatment was about 30˚ compared with about 70˚ reached by control root apices. Phalloidin treatment also inhibited root growth, the control rate of 1.73 mm h⁻¹ falling to 1.10 mm h⁻¹ (Table 1).

However, phalloidin has notoriously poor membrane permeability. To circumvent this feature of phalloidin, we have taken advantage of another F-actin stabilizing drug, jasplakinolide (JP), which is membrane-permeable and effective in inhibition of actin turnover and in stabilization of F-actin in all cell types tested so far, including plant cells. JP was also applied directly to root caps in order to avoid too much interference with those root growth processes which are dependent on a dynamic actin cytoskeleton.

Even this selective exposure of root caps to 10 and 50 μM JP (for 1 h) affected the root growth rate substantially during the subsequent 8 h when the control rate of 1.73 mm h⁻¹ decreased to 0.85 mm h⁻¹ (Table 1). This finding indicates that JP, which readily enters plant cells, had an inhibitory effect on cells of the root proper, even though it was applied only to the caps. The JP-treated roots failed to produce any significant gravibending (< 10˚) during the 8 h period following JP treatment (Fig. 1), even though the root apices grew an additional 5 mm. This clearly suggests that JP compromises specifically those processes, which are responsible either for gravity sensing or for gravitropism (Table 1).

Disintegration of F-actin slows root growth, but stimulates root gravitropism. When roots were treated with either cytochalasin D (CD) or latrunculin B (LB), drugs that disintegrate F-actin, root growth rate slowed down considerably while root gravibending was significantly stimulated (Table 1). Specifically, root apices exposed to 10 μM CD (2 h) had a growth rate of 0.92 mm h⁻¹ during the next 8 h, compared to 1.73 mm h⁻¹ of control root apices (Table 1). Similarly, the growth rate of LB-treated (10 μM for 2 h) root apices decreased to 1.22 mm h⁻¹ (Table 1). Despite these significantly decreased root growth rates (by about 45%), gravitropism of root apices either devoid (LB) or depleted (CD) of F-actin was either unaffected (CD) or even slightly stimulated (LB), as shown in Figures 2 and 3. In fact, this means that both CD and LB treatments actually stimulated gravity sensing as evidenced by calculating the rate bending angle in relation to the root growth rate (Table 1).

Inhibition of myosin motor activities inhibits root growth but stimulates gravitropism. At the concentration used in the present study, 3,4-butanedione monoxime (BDM), is accepted as specific and effective inhibitor of all myosin ATPases. BDM has proved to be effective in plant cells and hence was used to evaluate the possible importance of myosin-based activities on gravitropism. Exposure of roots to 1 mM BDM for 4 h was found to diminish root growth to 0.88 mm h⁻¹ (Table 1). The gravitropically stimulated root apices attained normal curvatures of approximately 70˚ during the test period (Fig. 4). Thus, in terms of the angle bent per mm of elongation, BDM treatment stimulated gravitropism by about 50% (Table 1).

Root apices devoid of root caps grow normally but show only residual gravitropism. Maize roots are a very useful experimental system owing to the ease with which their root caps can be removed, thereby abolishing root gravitropism without compromising the viability and high growth rates of the root apices. In our experimental situation, the high growth rate of intact control roots was also maintained by decapped root apices. During a post-operative period of 8 h, decapped root apices grew at 1.69 mm h⁻¹, which is very close to the control root growth rate of 1.73 mm h⁻¹ (Table 1). Despite this high root growth rate, decapped root apices showed little gravitropism. Decapped roots bent a maximum of about 20˚, whereas control root apices attained about 70˚ of root curvature (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, the fact that the decapped root apices show some residual bending strongly suggests that gravity sensing is not restricted to root cap statocytes.

Depolymerization of F-actin and inhibition of myosin-based forces strongly inhibit root growth rates but almost restore a normal gravitropic response to root apices devoid of their root caps. We tested whether disintegration of F-actin and inhibition of myosin ATPases had an impact on the weak gravitropism of decapped root apices. Our data clearly show that both disintegration of F-actin (Figs. 2 and 3) and inhibition of myosin-based activities (Fig. 4) induced a substantial recovery of gravibending of the decapped root apices. CD increases the curvature of the decapped root apices from about 20˚ to about 35˚, LB from about 20˚ to about 50˚, and BDM raises it from about 20˚ to about 50˚, also.

This substantial restoration of root gravibending occurs despite the clearly negative effects of decapping and drug treatments on root growth rates—due to the more effective penetration of the drugs into decapped root apices (Table 1). In the face of the poor growth rates of such double-treated root apices, their gravity sensing can be predicted to be in fact stimulated when compared with the rapidly growing control root apices (Table 1). Of course, this prediction is in need of experimental tests, which surely will be performed, in future studies.
Gravibending of Decapped Roots Implicates Gravisensing Outside Root Caps

The present data convincingly show that a highly dynamic actin cytoskeleton is essential for the sensing of gravity in root cap statocytes and elsewhere in the root, as well as for the gravitropic response of maize root apices. Firstly, effective inhibition of actin turnover and stabilization of F-actin specifically within root cap cells by either phalloidin or jasplakinolide inhibited and blocked, respectively, gravitropism of root apices. Secondly, decapped root apices treated with two F-actin depolymerizing drugs, cytochalasin D and latrunculin B, each having different mechanisms of action, recovered their gravitropism. Similarly, inhibition of myosin ATPases activities with 3,4-butanedione monoxime restored a gravitropic response to decapped roots. The results indicate that actin turnover-regulated gravity-sensing mechanisms are not limited to root cap statocytes but are operative in sites elsewhere in the root.

Gravisensing in root cap statocytes is dependent on high actin turnover and low myosin activity. A few years ago, we proposed that root apices, besides possessing a "restrained" gravising mechanism based on F-actin-mediated tethering of organelles to the plasma membrane, might also possess an "unrestrained" gravity sensing which becomes operative in situations where weakening of actin-based cytoskeletal linkages allows gravity-induced sedimentation of large organelles along the gravity vector. This concept was suggested by the unique structural and cytoskeletal organization of root cap statocytes which lack both ER elements and prominent cytoskeletal elements deep in the cytoplasm. In accordance with the major prediction of the concept of "unrestrained" gravity sensing, disintegration of F-actin was reported to stimulate sedimentation of statoliths in root cap statocytes. A further prediction is that anti-actin drugs should stimulate gravity sensing in root apices. Exactly this has been reported by several groups. Our present data confirm this phenomenon using two anti-actin drugs, cytochalasin D and latrunculin B, which disintegrate F-actin via different mechanisms. Importantly, we have also shown that inhibition of actin turnover and stabilization of F-actin within root cap statocytes inhibit or even prevent gravitropism of root apices.

Interestingly, both the F-actin-disintegrating and the F-actin-stabilizing drugs affected the root growth rate similarly. These last mentioned findings strongly suggest that these two classes of actin drugs affect the gravibending due to their specific action on a still elusive gravity-sensing process.

A similar conclusion was reached for Arabidopsis hypocotyls where latrunculin B strongly stimulated gravitropism but not phototropism. The latter authors concluded that latrunculin B affects early phases (perception and/or transduction) of gravitropism because both gravitropism and phototropism are driven by the same differential growth process. In fact, latrunculin B inhibits growth of roots, hypocotyls, and stems both in maize (this study and 41) and Arabidopsis. Considering the inhibited root growth but stimulated root bending, latrunculin B appears to stimulate the elusive gravity sensing. This is at variance with the conclusion taken by Hou et al. 17 that F-actin is not related to gravity sensing but rather it is important for downregulation of the gravitropism.

What factors are responsible for the unique status of the actin cytoskeleton in the root cap statocytes? First, one might predict a specific set of actin-binding proteins which would continuously shift the balance between actin polymerization and depolymerization in favor of the latter process. Important factors in these two processes are pH and cytoplasmic calcium. High pH values and increased levels of cytoplasmic calcium are known to stimulate the dynamics of F-actin via actions on profilin, actin depolymerizing factor and villin. For instance, the ability of maize profilins to sequester G-actin and thereby further diminish F-actin levels, was reported to be positively correlated with the level of cytoplasmic calcium. 49,50 In accordance with this expectation, root cap statocytes are known to contain unusually high levels of cytoplasmic calcium and calmodulin. Moreover, cytosolic pH increases in root cap statocytes shortly after gravistimulation, but before any detectable root curvature. The pH increase was necessary for root gravitropism and might contribute to an increased activity of actin depolymerizing factor and to higher actin turnover rates allowing more effective gravity sensing.
Despite all the recent progress which clearly highlights a dynamic actin cytoskeleton as a crucial factor in the sensing of gravity in root cap statocytes, there is still a perplexing puzzle that needs urgent solution. How does a high rate of actin turnover allow sensing of gravity? What does the dynamic actin actually do? Magnetoctytophoresis experiments strongly support the essential role of amyloplast-based statoliths for gravity sensing. All available data seem to converge towards a model viewing the interface between amyloplast/statolith surfaces and adjacent cytoplasmic space as an extremely dynamic environment where a gravity-mediated mechanical stimulus is transformed into a biological response. Our present data identifies the high turnover rate of actin as an essential feature for effective gravity sensing. Interestingly in this respect, both cytochalasin D and latrunculin B not only stimulate gravity sensing but also, as already mentioned above, promote sedimentation rates of root cap statoliths. 

Even in the absence of long actin filaments, the surfaces of statoliths can be expected to be linked to relevant membranes via a dense meshwork of dynamic actin filaments. One should be aware that actin filaments do not need to be long structures—already three G-actin monomers assembled together constitute a unit of F-actin. Moreover, these short F-actin units, composed of only few G-actin molecules, can be expected to have an ephemeral life-span and to be organized in all directions in the form of a dense meshwork. A dynamic meshwork, composed of ephemeral AFs of minimal length would be mostly below the resolution of the light microscope, and might be expected to resist the full disintegration in response to agents such as latrunculin B and cytochalasin D. Obviously, this dynamic meshwork cannot immobilize and/or move statoliths with their large mass. Statoliths then follow a simple physical principle: they sediment along the gravity vector. Such gravity-accelerated movements of statoliths could have a tremendous mechanical impact on the surrounding actin meshwork. It might well be that dynamic interactions between unstable F-actin elements and sedimenting statoliths is the most important event in the sensing of gravity in plant cells. In fact, selective laser-assisted ablations of root cap cells in Arabidopsis roots revealed that the statocytes which contribute most to root gravitropism have the highest statolith sedimentation rates.

All the F-actin elements of the dynamic meshwork are interconnected and provide a structural continuum between the statolith surfaces, ER, and the plasma membrane (for ER see ref. 28). One can, therefore, expect that statolith movements which disturb the F-actin meshwork, will have immediate impacts on cytoarchitecture and cell physiology. Such a dynamic meshwork, because it is inherently unstable and interconnected to other cytoskeletal assemblages and organelles, represents an ideal structure for the effective transmission of mechanical signals. The dynamic actin cytoskeleton, closely linked to signalling (for reviews on plants see refs. 48 and 61), can therefore be regarded as both gravisensor and gravitransducer. However, the molecular basis for the processes that gather information regarding the direction of the gravity vector remains to be explored. The sedimenting statoliths are not fully dissociated from cytoskeletal structures because they perform dynamic movements which indicates that the system is inherently unstable due to the tendency of the actomyosin-based forces to regain control over the positioning of the statoliths. Normally this is impossible due to the unique cytoplasmic microenvironment around the statoliths. Our data show that the effectiveness of this unique gravity sensing system can be further enhanced by drugs that disintegrate F-actin and inhibit myosin-based forces. In addition to the increased sedimentation rate of statoliths and gravitropic sensitivity induced by F-actin disintegrating drugs, exposure of plant cells to hypergravity encourages additional gravibendings beyond that normally seen at 1g. This would indicate that the system does not usually work at full capacity, and that some potential capacity for gravisensing is held in reserve.

Intuitively, if we accept the above concept that sedimentation of statoliths is permitted only when the F-actin network is ineffective in trapping these organelles, then inhibition of myosin activities should not interfere with gravibending of roots. In fact, less effective myosins might facilitate the release of organelles from any interactions with F-actin, and these would then be free to perform the additional “unrestrained” gravity sensing and above sensing normally prescribed for statocytes at 1g. Our data strongly support such notion. Root gravitropism was promoted following inhibition of myosin motor activities by exposure of maize root apices to 2,3-butanedione monoxime, a general inhibitor of myosin ATPases (e.g., refs. 42 and 43; for plants see refs. 44, 45 and 47).

Gravisensing outside of the root cap also requires high actin turnover and low myosin activities. It is easy to remove the caps from maize root tips and such decapped root apices represent an excellent model object to study conditions, which allow gravisensing and gravibending. Although active in growth, decapped maize roots fail to display full gravitropism. Nevertheless, they show residual gravibending of about 20° (this study). These data agree with other findings, which suggest that gravisensing can occur in regions of the root other than the cap, (for reviews see refs. 71–73). Up to 20% of total gravity perception capacity is realized in the transition zone, also known as distal elongation zone, of maize root apices. Interestingly, roots of starch-less Arabidopsis mutants, which lack sedimenting amyloplast statoliths in their statocytes, show similar residual root curvatures of about 10–20° (e.g., refs. 67 and 74–76). Experimental laser-assisted deletion of statocytes in Arabidopsis root caps also revealed a similar residual root gravitropism. All these data can be explained with multiple systems for gravisensing in plants.

Though still elusive, gravity sensing must be operating outside of the root cap to allow a weak gravibending in circumstances when the major gravireceptor is defective. If this “back-up” gravity sensing system were also dependent on high rates of actin turnover, as is the case in the cap statocytes, then a stronger gravibending from decapped root apices should be obtained after their treatment with anti-actin drugs. Exactly this was the case when decapped root apices treated with cytochalasin D, latrunculin B, and 2,3-butanedione monoxime were gravistimulated: their root bending was almost restored to control values.

What about auxin? Our data pose new questions also to scientists studying the role of auxin in root gravibending. As the decapped roots are able to respond to gravistimulation, it means that auxin transported transcellularly within the root apex, not derived from root caps, is able to accomplish asymmetric redistribution. Polar auxin transport is well accepted to be essential for gravibending of plant organs such as roots hypocotyls and shoots. Moreover, the polar transport of auxin is sensitive to F-actin drugs such as cytochalasins and latrunculins. As classical inhibitors of auxin transport, such as NPA and TIBA, turned-out to be general inhibitors of endocytosis, one could expect that F-actin drugs which also inhibits endocytosis will also block auxin transport. But F-actin
drugs inhibit auxin transport only partially, suggesting that depolymerization of F-actin affects positively an alternative route for transport of mobile auxin molecules. This scenario was confirmed also using DR5::GUS reporter line. One attractive possibility is that this other route might be the direct transport of auxin across plasmodesmata. As the depolymerization of F-actin is known to open plasmodesmata (reviewed in ref. 82), it can be expected that the loss of intact F-actin will also impair the active ‘vacuum-cleaning’ of free cytoplasmic auxin near plasmodesmata via F-actin based recycling vesicles and endosomes. Cytoplasmic auxin will then be free to traverse plasmodesmata rapidly across the root diameter and to accumulate at the physical underside of gravstimulated roots to locally inhibit the cell growth, resulting in root gravibending. In this speculative concept, the axial transport of auxin is accomplished via vesicular secretion, while the lateral auxin transport across the root diameter might rely not only on the vesicular into ‘secretion but also on putative auxin-transports plasmodesmata.

Although our data obtained from robust roots of maize, in which the cortex cells are the most relevant one with respect to root bending, a similar scenario emerges also for much smaller roots of Arabidopsis in which there is only one layer of cortex cells and in which epidermis cells seems to be the major controller of root growth. The latter authors showed that root gravitropism in Arabidopsis requires AUX1-driven auxin transport in postmitotic epidermis cells but not in the root cap (see Fig. 1D and E in ref. 84).

**Outlook.** Our results indicate that high rates of actin turnover and weak integrity of the actin cytoskeleton are intimately linked to processes which accomplish gravity sensing in both root cap statocytes as well as in cells of the root body. The immediate prediction is that depolymerization of the actin cytoskeleton allows not only statoliths but also lighter organelles to sediment and thus to act as a gravisensing structures. This indicate that high turnover of actin might be essential for multiple systems of gravity sensing in plants. We predict that cellular factors which regulate these extraordinarily rapid assembly and disassembly processes of the dynamic meshwork of actin filaments will turn out to be important in gravity sensing of plant cells. Possible regulators of these sensing processes may be profilin and actin depolymerizing factor, both of which are well-known for their driving of high rates of actin turnover and for their inherent linking of the dynamic actin cytoskeleton to diverse signaling pathways and networks (for plant cells see refs. 48 and 61). Interestingly in this respect, actin depolymerization transduces the strength of B-cell receptor stimulation in animal cells, resembling the situation with the transduction of gravity signals in root apices. Our future studies should focus on the dynamic actin cytoskeleton as this seems to hold the key for understanding the still elusive sensing and transduction of the gravity signal in higher plants.
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